
Grain Bin Trouble
COLUMBUS, Ohio—Be care-

ful when entering grain bins this
fall. A trip into the bin to dislodge
some spoiled grain caked against
the walls could be the last thing
you ever do.

Each year, between 25 and 35
people become victims of grain
drowning, a slow suffocation that
occurs when a person is trapped
and buried in grain. But this fall,
there is an even greaterrisk of the
accidents occurring, said an Ohio
State University Extention associ-
ate safety specialist

largo- unloading equipment
“During harvest time is a good

chance to warnfarmers ofthis dan-
ger,” Lawrence said. “They need
to realize that in situations with
high moisture com, added precau-
tions need to be taken to avoid
drowning in grain.”

To reduce the risk of grain
drowning, Ohio State University
Extension offers the following
guidelines:

• A person entering a grain bin
shouldbe fastened to asafety rope
or ham'ess that is tiedtoa pointout-
side the structure. Two additional
people should be involved one

‘The wet year and late planting
produces a higher risk of grain
drowning in grain bins,” Tim
Lawrence said. “Harvesting high
moisture com, anything greater
than 14 percent increases the
chance of grain bridges or caking
of grain along the sides of bins.”

Grain bridges occurwhen sever-
al inches to a foot of the top layer
of grain spoils and solidifies, pro-
ducing a crust, orbridge, on top of
the grain. The dangeroccurs when
grain is removed from under the
crusted layer, and the bridge
remains intact. Farm workers
checkinga bin they think shouldbe
almost empty, but instead looks
full, may walk on the bridge to see
what’s happening. The bridge
breaks andthe worker is trapped in
grain.
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Workers also can become
trapped when trying to break loose
spoiled grain that is caked along
bin walls. If a worker tries to break
up the cakedmaterial by picking at
the bottom of the mound, large
sections of grain could break off
the top and cover the worker
instantly.
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However, it is important to
remember that grain drownings
can occur even in bins where no
bridging or caking has occurred.
Loose grainacts like quicksand. It
doesn’t take long for someone to
become trapped, Lawrence warns.

“Ifyou gettrapped in grainover
your knees, you’re not going to get
out by yourself,” Lawrence said.
“And 100often this occurs withthe
bin’s auger still running.”

Once trapped Tn flowing grain,
victims are rapidly drawn to the
bottom of the bin where they can
become entangled in the unloading
auger. A person can be completely
submerged in grain in less than
eightseconds, and evenfaster with
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who can see the person inside the
bin and anotheron the groundwho
can assist in lifting the inside
worker to safety, quickly gofor aid
and ensure that no one starts the
unloading equipment

• Never enter a bin of flowing
grain. If you dropa grainprobe or
shovel, first stop the flow of grain
and take the precautions given
above, then retrieve the lost item.
Remember, no piece ofequipment
is worth a human life.

• Don’t enter a bin without
knowing ifit has a history of grain
spoilage. This is especially true if
the surface appears crusty; that is
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an indication that the grain has
bridged. Always be cautious
before walking on any surface
crust.

* Ifyou believeyou must entera
bin alone and thebin has unloading
equipment, you should lock the
control circuit, tell someone what
you are doing and post a sign on
the control switch informing other
workers that you are in the bin.
Likewise, check each bin before
you begin to unload to be sure that
no one is inside.

• Be careful in any rescue
attempt to avoid being pulled into
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the flowing grain and becoming a
second accident victim.

• Install ladders andropes on the
inside of bins.

In an emergency, farmers who
did not take the above precautions
and find themselves caught in an
emptying grain bin should try to
get to the wall ofthe bin, and then
continue walking around the
edges. The greatest danger is inthe
middle of the bin.

These safety precautions should
be discussed with your family,
employees or fellow workers in
order to avoid the possibility of
grain drownings.
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